POPPINS BAG
Large zipper top bag great for all of your
magical stuff! Two pockets on the outside and
inside keep everything organized.
Structural stays keep it in shape.
Use a focus fabric and
channel stitch the body of the bag OR
stitch and flip 2½” strips.
Directions given are for non-directional print fabric or vertical directional print
fabric (print runs selvage to selvage). Instructions for horizontal directional print
fabric (print runs parallel to selvage) are noted separately.

MATERIALS
FABRIC				
Focus Fabric Bag
FOCUS FABRIC OR 2½” Strips				
Outside Bag Body and Pockets*		
1 yard

2½” Strip Bag
26 Strips

(for inside & outside)

										

FOCUS FABRIC, FABRIC B or some of each!
Inside Bag Body and Pockets*		
1 yard

Note: horizontal directional print fabric, use 2 yards for both the inside and outside

*Pockets for bag made with 2½” strips			
Pocket Lining, Bottom, Handles		
1 yard		

⅜ yard
1 yard

FABRIC C
Binding, Sashing, Zipper Bows and Tabs

½ yard		

½ yard

INTERFACING
BAG BODY: Bosal’s IN-R-FORM PLUS (58” wide) 1 yard for either style
FOR BOTTOMS: Stiff double-sided fusible interfacing (20” wide)
Bosal’s CRAF-TEX PLUS or Pellon’s 72F
¾ yard
¾ yard
Or use pre-cut Craf-tex Plus Large Camden Bag Bottoms by Bosal.

STAYS: 2 Stays included with the pattern. Stays also sold separately.
¼” PLUMBING TUBING (for handles): 5 feet available at hardware stores
ZIPPER: ByAnnie’s 30” Handbag Zipper with Double Slides (opens on both ends)
MATCHING COTTON THREAD
Piecing thread to match all fabrics AND 12 weight cotton thread, by Aurifil or
Sulky, matching FABRIC C for hand sewing
Other Tools: Sewing Machine, walking foot, sewing machine
needles. Iron. Parchment paper or Teflon sheet. Removable marker
or chalk. Scissors (both large and small), pins, Clover Wonder
clips, paper, rotary mat, 60mm rotary cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk
or Frixion pen, seam ripper, Milliner’s size 7 hand sewing needles,
measuring tape.
Printed in Farmington, ME by Franklin Printing

